Abstract. We discuss a model limit problem which arises as a first step in the mathematical justification of our Boussinesq-type approximation [4] , which takes into account dissipative heating in natural convection. We treat a simplified highly non linear system depending on a (perturbation) parameter ε. The main difficulty is that for ε = 0 the velocity is not solenoidal. First we prove that our system has weak solutions for each fixed ε. Moreover, while the chosen perturbation parameter ε tends to zero we show, that we arrive at the usual incompressible case and the standard Boussinesq approximation.
Introduction
The Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation is well-known and widely used. Its roots stem from the end of the 19 th century; [6] . Nevertheless, only in 1996 Rajagopal, Růžička, and Srinivasa succeeded in its justification from the point of view of Continuum Mechanics and precisely clarified the applicability for concrete configurations; [7] .
While constructing a simple approximation scheme which takes into account dissipative heating in natural convection in [4] we have adapted the principal ideas of the approach in [7] . More precisely, we have started with the balance of mass, linear momentum, and energy, and the Second Law of Thermodynamics in the form of the Clausius-Duhem inequality as used in [7] . In addition we have chosen sensible constitutive relations, i.e. reflecting the material properties and in accordance with the Clausius-Duhem inequality. After that one crucial point has been to find a reasonable non-dimensionalization for velocity, time, and pressure since representative values for these quantities are not obvious from the configuration. As usual in natural convection processes we have assumed, that buoyancy and gravity forces are driving the convection in equilibrium and that the pressure gradient balances the body force term. This means in particular, that the body forces must have a potential -no serious restriction for applications.
The second peculiarity has been to choose a perturbation parameter ε. The typical situation in natural convection is a certain difference between the temperature θ t at the top and θ b at the bottom of the configuration and we have made ε to be a measure of incompressibility (slightly different from [7] ) setting
where α is the thermal expansion coefficient. It is worth noticing that this perturbation parameter was already chosen by Oberbeck; [6] . For most liquids α < 10 −4 /K and thus, ε is small for a large range of temperature differences.
Our assumptions have finally led us to the system (2.15), (2.1) 1 in [4] , namely In [4] we have expanded the quantities u, θ, and p into power series with respect to ε. After that we have designed new quantities adding the first terms of the respective expansion such that a closed system of equations for these new quantities could be deduced from system (1) which is simpler but includes the effect of dissipative heating through the term D(u) · D(u). This yields our new approximation.
Nonetheless, this is a kind of formal procedure and the "right sort of convergence" of the expansion into powers of ε is silently assumed. Thus, the investigation of the limit process ε → 0 in an appropriate mathematical frame is interesting and necessary to be put into practice to show that, indeed we arrive at the usual Boussinesq approximation for the incompressible case, i.e. for ε = 0.
Since system (1) is highly non linear we must proceed step by step. The first step is carried out in this paper. We skip the non linear terms in the first and third equation. Concerning the constants we choose the quantities such that Pr Gr 1/2 = 1 and set Gr −1/2 =: µ. Namely, we treat the model problem
Here and below the superscript (ε) states and underlines the dependence of the quantities on ε. Note, that we prescribe div (ε) u = ε 3 ∂ t θ (ε) as kind of a "constitutive relation". Moreover, due to the factor ε −3 a special difficulty is the limiting process of the right-hand side including the density.
We consider problem (P ε ) in the bounded domain Ω with boundary Γ and in the time interval I := (0, T ) under the boundary conditions
where n is the unit outer normal to the boundary Γ and initial conditions
First we show existence of weak solutions to (P ε ), (BC), (IC) for fixed ε in Theorem 1. Without loss of generality we choose µ = 1 and c v = 1.
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In our proof we note that the equation for θ (ε) is decoupled. Hence, we can apply classical results on parabolic equations collected in Proposition 7.
The investigations concerning velocity and density are more complicated. In principle we adapt a technique presented in [1] . A significant difference is that we have to deal with the case div u (ε) = 0. Therefore on the one hand we must construct ρ (ε) from equation (P ε ) 4 with non solenoidal u (ε) and on the other hand we need results on the unsteady Stokes system with non-zero divergence condition which were only recently proved; [9] .
After that in Theorem 2 we discuss the limit ε → 0. Namely, we show that there are sequences u (ε) , ρ (ε) , and θ (ε) , which have limits u, ρ = 1, θ, respectively, that solve the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation (3) . For most of the terms this is immediately clear from Theorem 1 and Proposition 7. Nevertheless, the limit of the term ρ (ε) ε −3 is still a problem. To overcome it we show that 1 ε 3 (ρ (ε) − 1) has a limit. Then we add − 1 ε 3 ∇f on both sides of (P ε ) 2 and explicitly benefit from the fact that the forces have a potential since on one side this term can be hidden in the pressure.
Prerequisites and Results

Notation
First we introduce general notation:
In what follows boldfaced minuscules always stand for vectors and vector valued functions whereas boldfaced capital letters represent tensor valued functions, for example u = (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ), T = (T kl ) 3 k,l=1 , and T = (T lk ) 3 k,l=1 . All quantities are considered at points x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ R 3 and time t. The symbol δ is always some (small) quantity with 1 > δ > 0. For derivatives and operators we use the abbreviations:
We distinguish the following domains: Ω ⊂ R 3 is a bounded domain with sufficiently smooth boundary Γ. Then
Concerning function spaces and norms:
One finds precise definitions in [1, Chapter 1, Section 2.1], [5] , [8] , and [9] . We make the following agreements for our notation, where always 1 
3 with divergence in L 2 (Ω). This space is equipped with the norm u
On the one hand we use the spaces (Ω T ) and C 2s,s (Ω T ) are natural (definitions (2.9)/(2.10) in Chapter 1 [1] ; see also [5] , [8] , [9] , and Proposition 6).
For convenience we often write I := (0, T ),Ī := [0, T ] and moreover, skip the reference to Ω in the norms. For example,
Mathematical Frame
From the combination of (P ε ) 1 and (P ε ) 3 together with the Gauss theorem there follows the compatibility condition:
Since (P ε ) 1 shall be satisfied a.e. in Ω T , this condition has to hold for almost all t ∈ I. We will prescribe a (ε) · n = 0, i.e. an impermeable wall. Thus, our compatibility condition in space takes the form Γ b (ε) dS = 0.
Our general procedure to find solutions to (P ε ) is the following: First we solve the following initial boundary value problem for the heat equation
Then the velocity u (ε) is constructed as the sum of two parts v (ε) and w (ε) , namely
is the solution of the unsteady Stokes problem
where the initial value w
consists of functions which have generalized derivatives up to order l belonging to Lq(Ω) and for l ∈ R + \ N 0 the space W l q (Ω) is the Besov space B l q,q (Ω).
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This means that the decomposition of
and for the construction of v (ε) we can apply standard techniques with solenoidal test functions. Namely, it is determined via the condition that u (ε) is a weak solution of (P ε ) 2 , i.e. v (ε) has to fulfill
for all Φ ∈ C 1 (Ī; V ) with Φ(T ) = 0. Note, that since div Φ = 0 the terms A( . , Φ) simplify to 2(D( . ), D(Φ)). In (WF v ) also the density is not known, i.e. ρ (ε) and v (ε) must be calculated together.
and for all Φ ∈ C 1 (Ī; V ) with Φ(T ) = 0 the identity
holds together with
(Ω)) with φ(T ) = 0, while (HE) is satisfied a.e. It turns out that the weak formulation above is equivalent to another one (for details we refer to [1, pp. 102-103]) which yields that the initial condition are attained in the sense
Mostly without explicit reference to them we permanently use the Hölder, Poincaré, and Young inequalities as well as the Gronwall lemma which can be found in [1, Section 1.2] and furthermore both the embedding W 1 2 (Ω) ⊂ L r (Ω) for 1 ≤ r ≤ 6, and the well-known parabolic embedding [5] .
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Results
Theorem 1
We assume for the data of system (P ε ), that
(BC), (IC).
Theorem 2 In addition to
, and as ε → 0
} be the solution obtained through Theorem 1 for any fixed ε > 0. Then there exists a sequence ε , and u, θ, r such that as ε → 0
and {u, θ} is a solution of the Boussinesq system
holds for all Φ ∈ C 1 (Ī; V ) with Φ(T ) = 0. Moreover, θ satisfies (3)
Remark 2.1 (i) In Theorem 1 the forces need not have a potential.
(ii) We prove that θ (ε) ∈ W 4,2
(Ω T ). This means in particular (by definition) that
(Ω)) by the parabolic embedding provided in Theorem 3.
(Γ T ) due to Proposition 6. (Ω T ) of (HE) together with the estimates
are classical results for parabolic equations stated in Proposition 7. Note, that in this case (p = 2, l = 1, 2) no compatibility condition occurs and that the solution θ (ε) satisfies Ω ∂ t θ (ε,n) dx = 0 due to the assumptions for b (ε) in (a.2).
Moreover, (13) states that
2 Later on, we will determine v (ε) with the help of a Galerkin procedure, i.e. we need data of a certain smoothness. For that (for fixed ε) we introduce a sequence
2 (Ω T ) to θ (ε) and have the property Ω ∂ t θ (ε,n) dx = 0. Obviously, there exists C, which does not depend on n such that
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3 Now, we approximate a (ε) by a sequence a (ε,n) ∈ C ∞ (Γ T ) with the additional property a (ε,n) · n = 0. Indeed, let us extend n to a smooth function defined in a neighborhood of Γ T and letã
with a constant C independent of n.
4 Now, we approximate the solutions w (ε) 0 of (SP 0 ) by solutions w
Since a (ε,n) and ∂ t θ (ε,n) | t=0 are smooth, Proposition 8 yields, for 2 ≤ p < ∞, a unique w
. (10) 5 The next step is to find w (ε,n) as a solution to (SP) with θ (ε) , a (ε) and w
replaced by θ (ε,n) , a (ε,n) , and w (ε,n) 0
, respectively, i.e.
Here we want to apply Proposition 9 and have to check the compatibility conditions and the assumptions for g = div w (ε,n) = ε 3 ∂ t θ (ε,n) . However, since θ (ε,n) is smooth
and thus (cf. [3, Theorem III.3.2]), there is a smooth h (ε,n) that solves
and satisfies the estimate
Now Proposition 9 yields w (ε,n) ∈ W 2,1 p (Ω T ) and the bound for 2 ≤ p < ∞
Lp(I;Lp(Ω)) .
(12)
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Yoshiyuki KAGEI NoDEA Remark 2 (i) Note, that in general θ (ε,n) does not solve problem (HE). However, in the limit n → ∞ it holds ∂ t θ (ε) = ∆θ (ε) and thus the problems (SP 0 ) and the limiting problem of (SPn 0 ) when n → ∞ coincide. Moreover, the condition
(ii) Later on while constructing the density also u (ε,n) must be smooth enough to justify the limit as n → ∞ -precisely, u (ε,n) ∈ C(Ī; C 1 (Ω)) is necessary. Hence, we must ensure that
We would like to emphasize that the estimates (10) and (12) with p = 2 are only needed to ensure that w (ε,n) is smooth enough to justify all following computations.
(iii) Obviously, due to (8) and (9) the inequalities (10) and (12) induce estimates with p = 2 for w (ε,n) 0 and w (ε,n) , respectively, by θ (ε) and a (ε) , which are independent of n, and finally by θ 0 , a, and b, which are independent of ε. Indeed, from (8), (7), and the assumption (A.3) we obtain
).
Applying parabolic embeddings, and (8), (9) we find
where we used in the last step (13) and assumption (A.1). Analogously we see
6 Up to this point we could fit known results to our needs. Now we have to work to construct velocity and pressure. For this we adapt the idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Chapter 3 of [1] . Nevertheless, since in our case div u (ε) = 0 there are two main differences. The first (minor) difference to their procedure is that we must split u (ε) into one part -v (ε) -fulfilling the conditions of the Theorem in [1] and the "remainder" -w (ε) as done above. As a consequence our weak formulation for v (ε) contains additional terms with w (ε) and ∂ t w (ε) and we must take care for the estimates of the corresponding non linear terms.
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The second (major) difference is that the representation of the density is more delicate. In case div u (ε) = 0 the transport equation reads
and integration yields the very simple solution
0 . In case of the full system (1) the corresponding equation reads
and integration leads to
i.e. there are different types of derivatives on both sides. Our general plan to construct v (ε) and ρ (ε) is the following:
1. Consider sequences of approximate (smooth) solutions {v (ε,n) , ρ (ε,n) }: v (ε,n) fulfills the n th order Galerkin scheme derived according to (WF v ),
2. Show compactness of the sequences.
3.
Justify the limit n → ∞ in all terms.
It is carried out in the remaining paragraphs of this section.
Construction of v (ε) and ρ (ε)
First we need a smooth initial value for ρ (ε,n) such that m ≤ ρ (ε,n) 0 ≤ M in Ω: LetΩ ⊃ Ω be bounded. We constructρ has the desired properties.
Now we are ready to construct approximate solutions {v onto the space spanned by ω (1) , · · · , ω (n) . For each fixed n ∈ N we let j = 1, 2, · · · , n and solve the system
for the unknown coefficients c n,
while ρ (ε,n) is the integral of (16) along the characteristics X (ε,n) . This is the solution of the Cauchy problem (see [1] , Ch. 2 below formula (1.5))
Similarly to Lemma 1.1 in [1, Chapter 3.1.2] we prove in Section 3.3 a priori estimates for {v (ε,n) , ρ (ε,n) }. We introduce
Note that due to (13) there are constant 0 < m 0 , M 0 < ∞ independent of ε with
Here C is a positive constant not depending on n.
To prove this proposition in addition to the standard Galerkin method we use a representation for ρ (ε,n) .
Proposition 2 (Compactness) For any 0 < δ < T it holds
where C is a positive constant independent of n.
From Proposition 2, the a priori estimates, and due to Sobolev embedding relations we may conclude compactness of the sequences {v
Proposition 3 (Existence of approximate solutions) The approximate solutions
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Analogously we find
As long as ε > 0 is fixed the ∇f -term can be estimated in the same manner under the minimal assumption that ∇f ∈ L 2 (I; L 6
5
(Ω)). Taking η > 0 suitably small, we obtain the desired bound for the right-hand side of (23), where
Of course, ∇w 3 ≤ C w 2,2 and in fact, all w (ε,n) -norms are bounded from above independently of n due to (15). Then the a priori bound for v immediately follows from the resulting differential inequality by means of the Gronwall lemma. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
Proof of Proposition 2
We adapt the proof of Lemma 1.2 in Chapter 3.1.3 [1] , fix n, skip the superscripts (ε,n) , and start with the following two relations for Φ ∈ span(ω (1) , · · · , ω (n) ) ⊂ V , φ ∈ W The left-hand side yields the desired compactness estimate through m 0 ≤ m (ε) ≤ ρ if we find appropriate upper bounds for all terms at the right-hand side. The differences to [1] arise in the terms including w and ∂ t w. First we note that w enters in the same way as v since the fact that div v = 0, v| Γ = 0 is not used and we can proceed as in [1] . For example we calculate with the Hölder inequality for the exponents Treating all terms we arrive at a bound of the type: 
